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Speaker Series hosts biblical· scholar
Dr. Luke Timothy
Johnson on the living
Jesus
Becky Klausner
Contributing Reporter
Dr. Luke Timothy Johnson, R.W.
Woodruff Professor of New Testament
and Christian Origins from Emory
University, spoke last · Tuesday,
September 5 about the "Living Jesus:
The Spirituality of The Gospels."
Johnson, a frequent contributing writer
for the Commonweal Magazine and
author of The Living Jesus, was
brought to Regis through the
Commonweal Speakers Program.
Johnson was the first of several speakers who will visit Regis this year as part
of the Catholic Studies speaker series.
He was also the first Catholic Studies
speaker in the new St. John Francis
Regis Chapel.
Photo by Graham Hunt
With his concept of The Living
Jesus, Johnson challenges New Dr. Luke Timothy Johnson, professor of New Testament studies and Christian Origins at Emory University, spoke
Testament historical scholarship, to a gathered assembly in the new St. John Francis R~is Chapel this past Tuesday. Johnson's speech, entitled
known as the "Jesus Seminar," that he "Living Jesus: The Spirituality of the Gospels," discussed Christianity today and the modern understanding of
believes is "missing the point."
Jesus. The next event in the Catholic Speakers Series will be a panel discussion on immigration entitled, "A
Catholic Dialogue on Immigration." This discussion will be held in the chapel at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, September
26.
See Speaker on page 2

Something to laugh about?
First diversity dialogue addres·ses humor and diversity
Jacqueline Kharouf
Editor-in-Chief
In her opening remarks at last
Wednesday's diversity dialogue,
Sandra Mitchell , associate to the
Provost for Diversity,' explained the
intent of dialogue: "There's no right or
wrong answer in a dialogue," she said,
"the idea is to gain a new understanding of other people's perspectives and,
hopefully, of your own as well."
On September 6, Mitchell, along with
several faculty members, students,
and staff, held the first diversity dialogue of the semester. The purpose of
the dialogues, as Mitchell explained at
the start of this particular dialogue ·entitled "Humor and Diversity," is "to keep

diversity on people's minds, to keep
people thinking about diversity as a
topic, [ ... ] to have some deeper discussions around things, [and] to create a
forum for those deeper discussions
that folks might not have been able to
have."
"Humor and Diversity" focused on
the place of humor in diversity, asking
whether humor about diversity is
acceptable and what the place is for
that type of humor.
After viewing several video clips
from the internet, the group, about 12
Cir 14 people, spoke on their initial
thoughts from the clips, which featured
the racial humor of Queen Latifah in a
commercial for Excedrin, Comedy
Central's Mind of Mencia , Eddie

Griffin's sketch "White People," and
comments from The Daily Show 's John
Hodgman.
One group member offered insight
on the clips, saying: "They were all
very different, but they all got at something really important that I'm not sure
people just normally would have a conversation about, so I'm just really
struck by that."
Another member spoke on the possible intent behind the jokes: "I was
thinking about how humor has relied
on stereotypes forever [. .. that] our
estimation of another group has
always been fodder for us to make
jokes. I think that we make jokes so
that we can constantly belittle the other
group."

"I think if you didn't laugh, you'd cry
because it's so disturbing," another
member said, after viewing the clips, "I
don't know how to explain it, but it's
almost therapeutic to laugh at it, than
to cry about it."
The group's discussion then turned
toward the question of when racial
humor is appropriate.
"Is it appropriate to be inappropriate?" one member asked.
"There's almost a credibility issue;
you're attached to who is saying what,"
another
member
explained,
"Sometimes the credibility has an influence on if you think that person is
funny or not.
See Humor on page 2
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Humor from front page
Maybe there's permission that's granted based on the credibility that you
have for that person that says 'ok I
laugh' or 'I can't.'"
The group consistently returned to
the question of appropriateness asking
about the line between offense and
entertainment and whether it is allowable to laugh and with whom.
"Can we laugh?" another member
asked.

One group member thought the borders of division within racial humor,
lines between what is offensive and
what isn't and even who has "permission" to make those jokes, stemmed
from a certain knowledge of the dominant culture. These borders, the member said, "lead to power dynamics,"
which could be used to empower the
speaker, or comedian, and perhaps
even lead to some form of activism.
"Humor and Diversity" ended without
answers, but, as Mitchell said in her
introduction, perspectives were heard
and shared "to gain a new understanding."
Diversity dialogues will be held
about once a month and will include,
Mitchell explained, a focus on taboo
topics, addressing issues that can be
discussed, other topics that cannot be
discussed, and why.

Ranger Grille .
now open later
Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor

For many students, the Ranger
Grille continues to be a great option for
getting fresh, delicious food fast. This
year, the Grille offers a new schedule
that allows students to enjoy the
Grille's commodities until 10:30 p.m.
every Sunday through Thursday.
Last year, the Grille was only open
until 6 or 7 p.m .. depending on the day.
This often presented a challenge to
students who had late classes or for
the average collegian, whose diet usually consisted of late night snacking
and studying.
Diane Cooper, dean of students,
commented, "It was important to try to
find more opportunities for evening
student programming space on campus and a place where students could
go to relax and/or study in a comfortable place."
Cooper said the Grille, already
equipped with a computer area for students to check email and comfortable
couch spaces for study groups, presents a great opportunity to fulfill the
needs for more student programming
and study space.
According to Cooper, in addition to
the change in hours, the Grille now has
a projection screen system which can
!;le used for movies as wel~ as to simulcast events from the Cafeteria if an
overflow of guests occurs. This change
was negotiated in conjunction with
RUGSA.
Overall, Cooper hopes the new
changes to the Grille provide more
flexibility for students to get a healthy
bite and some good study time.
The Grille's schedule for Friday still
remains the same; doors will close at 2
p.m.

Tuesday, September 12, 200§.

Open House at Romero House
elle thomas
Opinions Editor

On Sunday, September 10, Zach
Mountin and five Regis students welcomed staff, faculty, other students,
and their neighbors, to Romero House,
their home for the 2006-2007 school
year. Romero House. or RoHo as it is
affectionately called, was founded ten
years ago, and is located at 2240 West
34th Avenue, between Zuni and
Wyandot. It offers students an alternative living situation, one grounded in
the teachings of the martyred
Salvadoran
Archbishop
Oscar
Romero. The students host a weekly
Hospitality Night (every Monday from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m.), participate itl a special
class on liberation theology and simple
living taught by Paul Burson of Service
Leaming, yolunteer with local social
justice nonprofit organizations, and live
together to build community and
understanding amongst themselves.
In exchange, the university provides
them with room and board in a modest
home in the Potter Highlands neighborhood, and the support of University
Ministry, as they explore the meaning
of living simply in community.
The open house on Sunday began
with Mass, led by Father Rob Roy
DeRouen of Xavier House. Father
Roy, although officially retired, is an
active man who climbs 14ers and
cross-country skis around the Regis
campus. After Mass, food was served
and there were several hours for the
five students - Amy Nicola, Brett
Marino, James Kunz, TJ Bowie, and
Tyler Goswick - to introduce themselves and get to know their guests.
Zach Mountin estimated that 50 or 60
people stopped by throughout the day.
Some of the non-Regis attenders
included local residents Darcy and her
daughter Piper, who enjoyed the backyard swing and offered RoHo use of
her husband's tools in exchange for
assistance on home-improvement
projects. Zach was pleased that several neighbors came, as he is making
an effort to reach out to them.
The open house was also the kickoff for RoHo's weekly hospifality
nights, which begins September 18.

Speaker from front page
He encourages others to use the living
method of exploring and interacting
wth Christ because, as Johnson said,
"This is the Christian thing."
Johnson's message was about
Christianity in modern times. Johnson
claimed that many Christians think of
Jesus' life in terms of history: something that happened and is now over.
Johnson implied that if the idea of
Jesus is simply historical, then Jesus is
dead to those Christians. He proclaimed that it must be a true confession as Christians to declare Jesus
alive, not dead. Jesus is even more
alive now than He was when He
walked the earth. Johnson explained,
"If Christianity is reduced to the memories of just a 'nifty guy,' then we
[Christians] Ere crazy as Nietzsche
suggests." He added, "Jesus is not
among the dead! Learning Jesus is
not a problem to be solved, but a mystery to be engaged."
Johnson proposed seven ways that
Jesus should be engaged. First, Jesus
should be engaged through the

Every week, the residents host a meal
that is free and open to all. After dinner, the night's guest leads a discussion in his or her area of expertise.
Because not every student interested
in RoHo is able to live at the house, the
Hospitality Night is meant to offer a
transformative environment, rooted in
positive change, for both house residents and guests.
The speakers for the opening
Hospitality Night will be Mike and Mary
McManus. Mary McManus currently
works in University Ministry and her
husband Mike was a founding member
of RoHo as an undergraduate and
became the first Romero House director, the position held last year by
Brendan McCrann and now by Zach
Mountin. The McManus' talk will be
about the formation and history of
Romero House, which is one of only
two university-supported community
houses in the Jesuit college family.
According to Mountin, Romero
House "is probably the best experience in truly living the Regis mission."
For students in good standing, there
are two opportunities to live in RoHo
each year. The first is the during the
standard school year, and the other is
the summer session, which runs from
mid-May to mid-July. In addition to living in the house, there is an annual pilgrimage to a Jesuit community in El
Salvador over Christmas break (for the
current tenants as well as the previous
summer session group). Interested
students must be willing to commit to
the time constraints (which preclude
holding an off-campus job) and the
service focus of the house. Those
interested in applying for RoHo should
contact Zach in University Ministry or
look for the forms in January 2007.
The purpose of Hospitality Night is to
build community, and to make it easy
for others to attend, there will be a
shuttle bus leaving the Student Center
each Monday at 5:45p.m. and returning at the conclusion of the discussion.
Look for the white Regis shuttle van,
and contact Zach Mountin at
303.964.5385
or
at
zmountin@regis.edu if you would like
more information about Romero
House.

process of learning and living with
Jesus as a continuous activity.
Second, Johnson encouraged the
audience to engage Jesus by learning
Jesus' character through Scripture and
then engaging His character through
prayer. Jesus is also revealed through
saints, humans that exemplify the
characteristics of Jesus. Johnson's
third point was that in order to truly
engage with Jesus we must admit that
it is not something done objectively. It
is inner-subjective, requiring full attention, or "attentiveness."
Fourth, Johnson claimed that the
process of engaging Jesus calls for
community; it is "embodied." Fjfth,
understanding Jesus is a transformation of mind, being able to bear witness
of Jesus' living spirit.
Sixth, the
process of engaging Jesus is inherently ambiguous, necessitating comfort
with uncertainty and risk.
Seventh and finally, we must confess that Jesus is life giving. If individuals can engage with Jesus in all of
these ways, they will discover that
"Jesus is absent in the empirical world
in order to be present in a// of our
lives."

3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop 1-8
Denver, CO 80221
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7:00 pm
Regis University
St John Francis Regis Chapel
Free and open to the public

Fall Semester

A CathoHc Dialogue on Immigration
panel discussion with: Sr. Kathleen Erickson, Woman'scounselor at the Immigrant Detention Center in
El Paso; Cheryl Martinez, Director of Catholic Charities Immigration Services; Mar Munoz-Visoso, _
Executive Director of Centro Juan Diego

Tuesday, September 26, 2006
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Transforming Religious Conflict
into Lasting Peace

oRr.Fl ~D

Spring Semester

David Trimble, 1998 Nobel Peace Pnze Laureate
Thursday, October 19, 2006 I Hosted by the Institute on the Common Good

Holiness in the Market_place:
·
The Promise and possi&ilities of Business
and Economic Life
Fr. Albino Barrera, O.P.
Professor of Economics and Humanities, Providence College, Rhode Island
Thursday, October 26, 2006 I Hosted by The John J. Sullivan Endowed Chair for Free Enterpnse

lectures are at Regis University's Lowell campus: Lowell Blvd. and
Regis Blvd. CW. 50th Ave.) in Denver. Sponsored by: University Ministry,
Department of Catholic Studies and the Office for Mission. For more
information on the L!Jke Timothy Johnson lecture, contact University
Ministry 303-458-4153. For more information on the other lectures,
contact Joan Carnegie 303-458-3504.
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Five years of hard lessons ~~m~~eat? No s~;ca~!igninglh•• .ou,unive,sity
Living after 9/11 through the Jesuit
Mission
Matthew Zavala
Opinions Editor

J

I
f·

Yesterday marks the anniversary of
September 11, 2001 . On that day the
world witnessed the worst act of terrorism in history. We can all probably
recall where we were when we heard
of the events unfolding in New York
City,
Washington
DC
and
Pennsylvania. For me, I was in my
friend's car on my way to school and
heard it on the radio. I was a sophomore in high school and did not know
what to expect in the days and months
that followed.
·
In five years this country has
endured war, economic hardship, and
those always cherished presidential
and congressional elections. With off
year elections less then two months
away, political parties are campaigning
on who can make this country safer.
Democrats argue that Republicans
have only made probl.ems worse by
waging war in Afghanistan and Iraq
with no end in sight. RepublicaAs
counter that Democrats are too soft on
terrorism and its better to stick with
them.
But is our country really safer? After
9/11, America went to war in
Afghanistan to oust the government
who supported mastermind terrorist
Osama Bin Laden. "Victory" was
declared there, but the Bush
Administration continued on with the
war on terrorism. Next, President Bush
planted the idea of an "Axis of Evil" into
the minds of Americans that included
North Korea, Iran, and Iraq. The Bush
Administration continued to use the

Photo Editor
Matt Wallace
Contributing Writer

.

·

As the forces of globalization usher
attacks of 9/11 as the reason that
America had to fight terrorists abroad the human community into a new
so we would not have to confront them stage of interdependence, we as Regis
here. The logic was there, but five students are called to reflect upon how
years later, what do we have to show our day-to-day choices affect those Jiving and working in the developing
for it?
The past five years and even this world. One of the ways in which our
past summer can show us the decisions here affect those beyond
progress; better yet, the lack of U.S. borders concerns the clothing we
. progress, our country has made. The wear, and it is in this vein that the
world in which we live is not and or Committee for Social Justice under
secure. Gas prices in the Denver area Student Government is working to
average around $3 per gallon with bring sweat-free clothing to our camprices only expected to continue to pus. As a first step to initiating this
rise. The situation that has unfolded change the committee is working to
between Israel and Hezbollah illustrate raise awareness of the issue, and rephow volatile the Middle East is. Iran resentatives of the Committee will be
continues to move forward with its distributing information about sweatnuclear enrichment program, which shops and the their alternatives during
could have devastating consequences lunch on Thursday, September 14, and
in the future as far as weapons are then again before the 7:00 p.m.
speech by Marykno/1 priest Father Roy
concerned.
In a Jesuit school we are always Bourgeois.
challenged to live in the Jesuit Mission
with the question , "How ought we to
What, exactly, is a sweatshop?
live?" With that in mind, we cannot for- Definitions vary; however, corporations
get those around the world who are in in the United States and abroad fretheir own struggles for survival. quently violate basic human rightsThough places like the Darfur region of rights we take for granted as privileged
the Sudan seems a world away, peo- members of a First World countryple continue to be exterminated. We and as a Jesuit University, we ought to
live in a global community where one take responsibility, students, staff, and
act of terrorism or injustice can and will faculty alike, to live the Jesuit mission.
affect everyone. While elected officials
Though not of all of us at Regis may
will campaign for a safer nation, it's be Catholic, I, and the other members
time to start campaigning on the issue of RUSGA's Social Justice Committee,
of a safer world. In order to achieve would hope that our community recogthis, we have to first start by standing nize our university's primary tenets. A
as one body rather than nation against respect for the poor, and affirmation of
nation.
those who suffer outside of our main
campus' small boundaries, must be
recognized.

purchases o~ly from businesses which
respect the rights of workers, whether
here or abroad, w_e can establish yet
another community movement that
respects the basic human rights of
those oppressed in our own country
and abroad. Our university ought only
to work with businesses that provide
workers with fair wages, job security,
safe working conditions. We ought to
purchase clothing items, be they the
average navy-blue Regis t-shirt or university uniform, which don't employ
child workers or otherwise impinge
upon or violate respect for the human
person.
Whether these workers happen to
be illegal immigrants from Mexico,
child laborers in Thailand, or workers
paid unfair wages in countries from El
Salvador to China, our community, in
the spirit of the Jesuit mission and
human compassion, has a chance to
act. We ought to campaign that the
shirts we buy from the bookstore, or
whatever else the university uses,
comes from companies that respect
not only workers' rights, but basic
human rights.
Regis can be a sweat-free campus,
a campus that respects the rights of
people, working in conditions and circumstances we couldn't imagine or
understand. But it requires a commit~
ment from the whole Regis community,
a commitment that the Peace and
Justice committee hopes that this campus will embrace.
The Committee will kick off our campaign this Thursday, September 14,
and we hope to spur further dialogue
on our Facebook group, "No Sweat?
No Sweat."
Please check out
http://regis.facebook.comlgroup.php ?g
id=2209091846 and chime in.

How do you balance balance?
Managing time, energy, and passions without burning out
elle thomas
Opinions Editor

1

"Slow down! Don't
try to do so much!"
How many times has
someone said this to
you? Probably almost as many times
as you've been told, "This is really
important. You need to be there!" As
in, you need to be at some assembly.
You need to be at a party. You need to
do your homework. But, you also need
to sleep. And let's face it, you need
time to chill out (whether that means
watching television, listening to music,
or napping on the grass). Most of us
realize that it's not healthy to fill every
moment of our lives with obligations
and activity. So how do you strike a
balance between being lazy and being
stressed out?
I keep a dry erase board above my
desk.
It's divided into six days
(Monday through Saturday). Each day
lists my class hours, my work times,
when to do the layout for the
Highlander, and when I'm on air at
KRCX. It also lists the times that I
need to do homework, and for which
class.
It's pretty detailed. And it's
color-coded. Last week, my roommate
laughed at me when he noticed the
blue writing inside a red heart:
Wednesday (6pm) - Enjoy Evening!
"You needed to schedule that?" he
asked .
Actually, yes., I did need to schedule
that. It's not that I am one of those peo-

pie who sticks to a plan and never has American Dad. I hang out with my
any fun. I love being spontaneous. friends. But I don't do homework,
I've been known to miss the bus work, copy edit for the newspaper, or
because I was playing with kitty cats come to campus. And that's the reaencountered on my walk between son Sunday isn't listed on my dry
home and campus, or I'll start chatting erase board. I've made Sunday off
with a friend and suddenly realize that limits to everyone but me and God. It's
four hours have passed . My problem not easy to be so regimented .
has generally been that I'm too disci- Sometimes I want to go somewhere on
plined. I know, most people would call Saturday night. And so, sometimes I
my dry erase board "being disciplined ." do. But then I need to crack the books
But, really, being overly disciplined ·has on Sunday, and I don't have time to
played a large role in my life, because play with my dog or watch TV. But it
I usually think I can get more done was a conscious decision to trade a
than I can. I rarely said no to anything dinner party on Saturday for less
- from leading an activist group, to unstructured time on Sunday, and it
writing for publication. I would con- forced me to consider which was more
vince myself that if I created a task and important.
Overall, my five-color dry erase
a deadline - or if I gave others my
word that I'd get something done - board divided into six days and many
then I would . I'd find the time. But obligations gives me a freedom to get
after years of driving myself to the things done as well as live a balanced
point of exhaustion, I've learned that if life. I don't force myself to write papers
I don't schedule some time that is off if I really want to party. But I do have a
limits to my dual passions for social visual reminder that there are only so
justice work and education, my sponta- many hours in the week, and saying
neous self will end up over committing "yes" to one thing means saying "no" to
to things and I won't have any time for something else. My 4 x 6 foot planner
v~gging out in front of the TV or going gives me the freedom to choose which
to bed early or being relaxed and time will be free time. Stipulating that I
snuggling with my partner. So this have free time planned into my life is
year I included just a few hours - out of the only way I know how to be spontathose 144 - that have the sole purpose neous and balanced.
of being "free time."
I also don't do anything on Sundays.
If you would like to write an opinion
Well, that's not exactly true. I do go to piece for possible publication in The
worship service. I also go grocery Highlander, please email it to el/e
shopping. I cook dinner. I take my dog thomas at hldrsubs@regis.edu.
to the park. I watch Family Guy and

Advertise
With [Js!
The Highlander
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support your
cause,
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event!
For more
information and ad
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Notes of the exchange of ideas in a university setting
Michael J. Sheeran, S.J.
President of Regis University

Respectful dialogue is an important
tenet of the Regis University mission.
This is the first of several papers I will
be sharing with the community over
the next two months. It is my hope that
during this election season, we can
model our mission as we discuss a
wide range of viewpoints on important
election issues.
We live in a nation where the
exchange of ideas happens too often
in settings where each side believes
"dialogue" involves nothing more than
scoring points at the expense of the
other, shouting the loudest on cable
television programs or the Jerry
Springer show, or coming up with the
most effective attack ads during election time. In such a culture , respectful
discussion of points of disagreement is
seen as a waste of time.
When it comes to the exchange of
ideas within a university, this sort of
disrespect for others simply won't do.
Instead, we are called as Catholic universities to form communities "animated by a spirit of freedom and charity ..
. characterized by mutual respect, sincere dialogue, and protection of the
rights of individuals." (Ex Corde
Ecclesiae, para 21) This respectful dialogue should be present not only in our
public programs sponsored by such
groups as the Institute on the Common
Good, the Office of Diversity, and the
Catholic Studies speaker series, but
also in our classrooms, our personal
conversations, and in our interactions
with individuals who may not agree
with us on important moral, ethical,
and religious questions. ·
This model of a Jesuit, Catholic university may be a disappointment to
some Catholics from whom I hear from
time to time who want us to start with
the supposition that every student, faculty and staff member is a Catholic
who sees things exactly as they do.
For these critics, we should run a university modeled on the type of seminary where only Catholic answers to
the issues of life are considered seriously, and where students and faculty

who cannot make a 100% commitment
in advance to these answers are really
not welcome.
This doesn't make for much of a
dialogue if one party believes that it
has nothing to learn from the other. It
also doesn't answer the challenge
given to Jesuits by the papacy through
the years, renewed again this past
spring by Pope Benedict, to be
engaged in inter-religious dialogue and
in dialogue with the secular culture,

as what we can teach it. That's why our
founder, St. Ignatius, advised his early
companions to "go in the other person's door and bring them out your
own ." This advice wasn't merely some
sort of clever communication strategy.
Rather, it calls us to approach our
interactions with others, including
adversaries, with the pre-supposition
that they are men and women of good
intentions, and people of integrity and
dignity given to them by God . This

r--------------------------------------------------------------,
Some Practical Rules of Discourse
:
I

for Regis University

:
I
I
I

St. Ignatius' Pre-supposition: For a good relationship to develop between two:
people, a mutual respect is very necessary ... .A favorable interpretation . .. :
,should always be given to the other's statements. If misinterpretation seems :
:possible, it should be cleared up with Christian understanding. So, too, if actu-l
:a1 error seems to be held, the best possible interpretation should be presented l
:so that a more correct understanding might develop.

!
I
I

Be sure you really understand the oth~r person 's conclusion, line of reason- :
mg, personal history, and fears.
:
I
I

Be sure you address the other person's conclusion, line of reasoning, per-'
,sonal history, and fears.
I
I
I
I

Seek to "walk in the other persons' moccasins."

I

I
I

I
I

Discipline yourself not to raise your voice or use rhetoric.

I

!

Discipline yourself to let the other person finish a thought before you respond 1
:(unless you are competing for the same time span, as in a television or radiol
:
:program, and even in such a case, be careful not NOT to hog the time).
I
I

I
I

.

: If there is a Catholic position, make sure it gets presented along with the prin-:
:cipal arguments behind it. If there are multiple Catholic positions, make sure:
:an are presented, not just the one you personally favor or your favorite bishop:
:or theologian favors.
:
I

I

L--------------------------------------------------------------J
both of which often come to very differ- respect is called for even when we
ent conclusions from Catholics and
from each other.
Regis, like most Catholic colleges
in America, and certainly like the 27
other Jesuit colleges and universities
in the U.S. - comes from a tradition of
respect for other cultures and for the
presence of God in the other, even
those others unlike ourselves. We
have learned throughout our history
that we are to ask ourselves what we
can learn from the other culture as well

deal with people who disagree with us
on the most profound teachings of the
Church, such as on the sacredness of
all human life or the rights of the poor
to food and shelter and opportunity.
When we disagree, we bring to this
disagreement our respect for others'
integrity, we seek to understand fully
wha.t they are saying, and we seek a
place where we can find common
ground. Even when we are convinced
that our position is correct, we carry

out our disagreements with civility and
respect for those on the other side,
knowing that we can best convince
others through love, expressed
through friendly persuasion. Not quite
the approach advocated in our political, media, and popular cultures - but
it is the call given to us by our loving
God.
So what should we expect of each
other in the Regis community as we
enter into a year of election campaigning in which voters are asked to judge
candidates on their moral positions,
and in which the ballot contains contentious initiatives on such issues as
same sex marriage, domestic partnership rights, immigration, and the minimum wage? The short answer is this
same respectful exchange of ideas
characteri~ed by civility, respect for
each others' integrity, and real dialogue where we enter not to score
debating points, but to learn as much
about our views and others' views
through listening as through speaking .
Where the Catholic Church has a
position on such moral questions, it
should be presented fairly and accurately in classrooms and public settings. Colleagues here who are knowledgeable on these traditions can help
as resources for students and faculty.
Integrity calls on us as well to listen to
the counter-positions from other faith
and moral traditions, to consider the
wisdom of these insights, to work
through the implications of varying
arguments, and to ask for the ignored
alternatives, even when ignoring them
would be so much less burdensome.
This is the Jesuit and Catholic educational tradition that we celebrate at
Regis - in other words, the way that
we live out the habit of asking the
question, "How ought we to Live," at
the heart of our Regis mission. If we do
that, this Jesuit school will have fulfilled
its mandate to prepare graduates who
are in respectful and critical dialogue
with the culture around us, and who
live as "men and women for others."

by Jacqueline Kharouf
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All students, faculty, staff, alumni, and
neighbors. are invited to listen and enjoy
these upcoming events!

1
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lstanpitta

andip Burman will be
Jl~Sing his talent of
tabla playing.

Alyse Warner
Staff Reporter

Sandip Burman
On September 14 at 7:30 p.m.,
those inside the Regis Music Hall at
Berkeley Church will be treated to a
performance by Sandip Burman .
Burman is a world renown tabla, or
Northern
Indian · Drum , player.
According to his press material,
"Sandip's performances are marked
with spontaneous innovation and tonal
purity even when he is delivering complex rhythmic patterns at dazzling
speeds."
Over the years Burman has
appeared with many other famous
artists of this age. Some of these
artists included famous jazz performers like Jack DeJohnette and Al
DiMeola and famous movie music
mogul Danny Elfman. His career also
spans the United States, where he has
performed at the House of Blues in
Chicago, the Kennedy Center in
Washington DC, and our own Telluride
Bluegrass Festival. Burman has also
been asked to perform, teach or give
clinics at many prestigious colleges
and conservatories such as Brown
University, Texas Tech, Stanford
University, Dartmouth
and the
Rotterdam Conservatory.

Sandip's performances are marked
with spontaneous
innovation and tonal
purity...
,

has since created an expansive
career. For being such a young man in
the musical world, at only 32, Burman
has cultivated the image of being a
devoted musician and a tenacious
business man. When Burman finds a
musical artist that he would like to collaborate with he simply gives them a
call. In some cases, if the artist has
never heard of him, Burman makes his
mark either way. His website,
www.sandipburman.com, explains that
recently, Burman has worked a great
deal with Bela Fleck, and is featured
as a guest artist with Fleck on the
Fleckstones' new album Outbound,
which recently won a Grammy.
This concert is free to all Regis faculty, staff and students who show a
valid Regis ID at the door. Community
tickets are also available at the door for
$15 for adults and $10 for other students and senior citizens.

lstanpitta, a medieval music group
based out of Houston , will be making a
thrilling appearance at Regis next
weekend . On Saturday September 16
at 7:30 p.m. the Regis Music Hall at
Berkeley Church will be filled with the
multi-tonal echoes of 10th-14th century music. Their performances incorporate the use of traditional medieval
instruments including: Renaissance
recorders, medieval harp and bagpipe,
saz, oud, lute, early percussion, vielle,
Krummhorn , transverse flute, and
shawm. The group has performed all
over the United States, including
Texas , Oklahoma, Mississippi, and
Maryland. This group also has three
CDs available for purchase, including
their newest, Pilgrimage to the Shrine
of Saint Mary's. The master copy of
their CD , Chevrefoil, was even taken
into space on the Space Shuttle
Endeavour in December 2001. The
third track, Penser ne doit vilenie, was
broadcast from the shuttle back down
to Earth during the flight.

As explained on Early Music
Colorado's website, this concert focuses on the group's newest CD and
explores one of lstanpitta's passions,
the music of France and Spain from
the 11 th- 15th centuries. There will be
a particular emphasis on the music of
Saint Mary and the miracles that she
performed in Spain.
Some of the
music also displays the intertconnection between French , Spanish and
middle Eastern music. According to
Early Music Colorado's website, "Their
interpretations combine Arabic instruments and improvisational styles with
European instruments and traditions."
Tickets for this concert can be purchased at the door for $5 for Regis students, $15 for community members,
$12 for EMC members and senior citizens and $10 for other students. The
group will also be performing at
Colorado
State
University
on
September 15.

Photo courtesy of www.sandipburman.com

Sandip Burman, a world renown
tabla player, will be performing at
Berkeley Church this Thursday,
September 14 at 7:30 p.m.

Photo courtesy of www.instanpitta.com

The medieval music group, lstanpitta, will be performing this Saturday,
~eptember 16 at Berkeley Church. The performance will be held in addi·
tion to the music department's planned events for Alumni Weekend.

Alumni Weekend
Music, and the tabla especially,
have been a passion of Burman's
since a very young age. According to
his press material , "He started playing
the tabla at age 6, when Pandit
Shyamal Bose of Calcutta, a tabla
maestro, accepted him as a student."
After coming to the United States
with little money in his pocket and
speaking very little English, Burman

Alumni weekend, September 1617, is usually an opportunity to display
the best and brightest of Regis to
those returning to their alma mater.
Among the many events scheduled for
next weekend, is a showcase by the
Music Program. On September 16, at
4:30 p.m. in front of Carroll Hall, the
Music Program will be displaying their
talents for the alumni. This perform

ance will include the University and
Con~rt C~oirs, solo performances by
music maJors and minors, the Jazz
Ensemble, and Collegium Musicum.

"It's important for alumni
to see how far music has
developed at Regis."

Dr. Mark Davenport, director of the
music program, explained, "It's impo~tant for alumni to see how far music
has developed at Regis. Many alumni
were involved in music in some way at
Regis when they were students ~nd
they will be surprised at how active
things are now, compared to when
they were here."
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'{oU re gonna want your own plate.

ltt ~14ttttllitt 's l>tty Sptt
· & Body SAop
Welcome back sta££ & students,

Are gou stessed out?
- Student massage: $45 per hour
- Staff massage: $50 per hour
- Chair massage: $1 per minute

Monthl11 Specials!
Happy Hour
Mon-Fri
4:00 to 6:00pm

4949 Lowell Blvd.
One block south of Regis.
720-855-8858

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS Noon - 8pm!
3 8th & Tejon , North Denver
303.455.9852 - gaetanositalian.com

The next student SPARC competition deadline is coming up on
October 1, 2006.
pplications to the Student SPARC Research Fund will be due on
October 1, 2006. Completed forms should be delivered to the
Office of Academic Grants in Main Hall, Room 206 or delivered
electronically to Laura Padgett at lpadgett@regis.edu or Bud May
at emay@regis.edu.
The purpose of the fund is to enrich and expand scholarly and
research activities among students by awarding small research
grants. These grants supplement existing resources within the
respective schools. Undergraduate and graduate students in the
School for Professional Studies, the Rueckert-Hartman School for
Health Professions and Regis College are eligible.
Specific guidelines concerning the competition are available on
the Academic Grants' web page. The web page may be found by
(1) going to the Regis University home page, (2) putting
Academic Grants in the search window (3) clicking on the link
that is brought up (4) clicking on Regis Sponsored Grants and (5)
clicking on the Student Fund.
Questions may be addressed to Bud May (303-458-4206), Rick
Blumenthal (303-458-4304) or Laura Padgett (303-964-3616).
PLEASE NOTE: It is important to use the form that is on the
eb site. This form is in PDF format. If you prefer the documen
in word format, please call Laura at the above number or e-mail
her at lpadgett@regis.edu. Please make sure the faculty advisor
for this project has discussed their role in the project and signed
the form. Also please make sure the student applicant (s) have
indicated on the form how the money is to be dispersed.

lfflNTIIN
environmental science
AND

environmental studies
MAJORS AND MINORS
PLEASE ATTEND AN

INFOR•llONll llEfflNI
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
4:00 PM IN THE FACULTY LOUNGE
(STUDENT CENTER)

Meet students who share your interests
Learn about careers and internships
Enjoy Free Snacks!

' . , ·~ .. f"'
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Weekly Ranger Update
Katie Simons
Sports Editor
Men' Soccer

On Friday the men were in action
against Colorado Christian. After two
consecutive losses last week they got
back in the win column with their first
victory in the RMAC. It was a back and
forth game with no clear-cut winner
despite many scoring chances for the
Rangers. They had 14 shots on goal,

game. In other news, freshmen forward Kelly Labor garnered RMAC
Offensive Player of the Week. Labor
leads in the Rangers in both points and
goals scored. The Rangers continued
their road efforts on their way to a 3-2
victory over Adams State on Sunday.
From the beginning the Rangers came
out looking to score taking a total of 42
shots. Despite this Adams State got
themselves on the board first. But the
Rangers answered quickly on a goal
by freshmen Kelly Labor, her sixth of
the season, to tie the game at 1-1.
Sophomore Carter Cornett gave the
Rangers the 2-1 with her fifth goal of
the season at the 37:06 mark. Then
Freshmen Heather Thomas scored her
first goal of the season early in the second half to put the Rangers up 3-1.
Adams State put up a late goal with
less than two minutes left in the game
as the Rangers held on for the win
improving their record to 4-1-2 and 3-0
in the RMAC.

Women's Volleyball

>

Photo by Graham Hunt

Freshmen David Gomez goes to
goal.

10 of which were in the second half.
Finally in the 68 th minute Junior Aaron
Mejia headed a ball back across the
goal, which found the head of freshmen David Gomez who eventually
scored a goal. This was the lone goal
of the game in the Rangers 1-0 and the
first for Gomez. Junior goalkeeper
Trevor Steege played solid and earned
his second shutout of the season. On
Sunday against Colorado Mines the
Rangers lost a heartbreaker 2-1. After
allowing Mines to score only 26 seconds into the game the Rangers came
back hard in the 2nd half as freshmen
Mike Burns tied the game at 1-1. ·
Mines went on to score the game winning goal with under 20 minutes left in
the game. The loss brings the Ranger
recordto 2-4-0 overall and 1-3-0 in the
RMAC.

On Friday the Rangers snapped
their four game losing streak winning
at New Mexico Highlands 3-1 and
earning their first win in the RMAC.
Freshmen Chelsea Pavlik came up big
for the Rangers with career highs in
kills (23) and digs (29). Three others
also ended the game with double-digit
kills: senior Rachel Ross (17), sophomore Liz Franz (11) and freshmen
Meghan Meehan (11 ). Freshmen
Felicia Ciarellil had a match-high of 44
assists and sophomore Nia Ingram
earned her first double-double of the
season with 13 assists and 11 digs.
The Rangers improved their record to
4-6 with this win and 1-0 in conference.
On Saturday, the Rangers improved
their win streak to three as they defeated both Adams State and Western
State. Against Western State the
Rangers struggled, committing 36
errors, were out-blocked 16-4 and had
a hitting percentage of .216. However

Women's Soccer

The women continue to put goals in
the back of the net and Friday was no
exception at New Mexico Highlands.
With back to back ties in Texas, the
women's team put five goals on the
board. Junior Julie Rodgers led the
way for the Rangers with two goals
bringing her season total to four.
Sophomores Cassie and Cater Cornett
continue to score goals and each of
them added one to their season total,
bringing Cassie's total to three and
Carter's to four.
The fifth goal was scored by freshmen
Marianne Claussen; it was her first of
the season. Senior goalkeeper Joanna
Humphreys played despite a knee
injury, allowing only one goal in 70 minutes and improved to 3-1-2 on the season while Sophomore Holly Redmond
stepped in for the remainder of the

Sophomore Carter Cornett heads
up field.

the Rangers were able to overcome
those statistics as four Rangers finished the game with double-digit kills.
Sophomore Liz Franz and freshmen
Chelsea Pavlik came up big again for
the Rangers.
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Women's lacrosse and
men's club lacrosse open
new. year with new coaches
Sarah Wernimont
Sports Writer

When Sarah Averson was in sixth
grade, her friends talked her into trying
out for the junior high lacrosse team.
Good thing she did . Never having
played the sport before, Averson made
the junior varsity squad and her love
for lacrosse began.
Averson continued her success as
a four-year letter winner at Cornell
University (New York). During her senior season, Aveson was named Cornell _
University Female Athlete of the Year,
earning herself a first-team AllAmerican spot.
Averson most recently coached at
Fayetteville-Manlius High School from
2004-2006. As the assistant coach,
Averson's team made it to the New
York State High School Championship
game, winning the contest two out of
the three years.
The decorative athlete's most recent
lacrosse
movement
is
being
announced as the new head coach of
the Regis University women's lacrosse
team. Averson was looking to move
west, with the intentions of taking
some classes at Regis University.
However, the opportunity to coach
lacrosse at Regis furthered her appeal
for Colorado.
"Sarah brings so much to the table
with her past coaching and playing
experience," said athletic director Barb
Schroeder. "She has worked with high
school players who have gone on to
compete at the NCAA Division I level
and that will help in the recruiting
process. Her background as a player
speaks for itself. It's exciting to bring in
a former All-America lacrosse player to
lead our program."
Another change among Regis athletics is the movement of Clint Johanek
from assistant women's lacrosse
coach to head Men's Club lacrosse
coach. The Omaha, NE native seized
the opportunity to help develop his own
program at Regis University.
Johanek started his career at Regis
as a baseball player during his freshman year. However, during his second
year Johanek was convinced, like
Averson , to go out for lacrosse.
Needless to say, Johanek has · contributed to the lacrosse programs at
Regis University ever since.
As most people may know, men's
lacrosse at Regis is only a club sport.
Johanek anticipates the possibility of
men's lacrosse being added as a main
sport at Regis. He stated that about
half of the 26 players would be dedicated enough to put in the time need-

Each finished with 18 kills while Franz
had a .500 hitting percentage for the
game and Pavlik recorded 1O digs for
another double-double. Senior Rachel
Ross was the different maker in their
second win against Adams State. Ross
finished the game with 18 kills and
.389 attack percentage. Pavlik played
well again with 14 kills and 16 digs.
While sophomore Nia Ingram finished
with 11 digs, Franz posted 10 and
freshmen Felicia Ciarellil led all players
with 46 assists. These two wins bring
the Rangers to 6-6 and 3-0 in the
RMAC.

ed if this were to happen.
As for now, the team practices three
days a week and will be going harder
come October. Johanek is excited
about the opportunity he has been
given and enjoys his coaching atmosphere. "The guys are very motivated.
It's nice to be around; it becomes contagious," he commented.

Sarah Averson Fun Facts

Photo by Sarah Wernimont

What is your favorite recreational activity?
Snowboarding. Another appeal to
the west.
What sport is your favorite
besides lacrosse?
I love to play volleyball but watch
football and basketball.
If you could take three things
with you on a deserted island,
what would they be and why?
A lacrosse stick to keep me entertained, a fishing net to survive and
my best friend so I wouldn't be
lonely.

Clint Johanek Fun Facts

Photo by Sarah Wernimont

If you could spend one day with
a celebrity, who would it be and
why?
Penelope Cruz, to see if I would
actually have a chance, or Jim
Morrison; I would love to see what
it is like to live like a rock star for a
day.
What's your favorite candy?
Pez.
If you had one meal to eat for
the rest of your life, what would
it be? ·
Steak, twice baked potatoes,
green beans and a nice glass of
milk.
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Are you ready for some football?
Bobby Morgan
Sports Writer

Welcome back football, we've
missed you. That's right, the NFL has
returned to action Sunday and what a
curious season we have in front of us.
The season starts with a new commissioner, Roger Goodall, who started
working in the NFL in the 1980's.
Goodall replaces Paul Tagliable who
took office 17 years ago (and is undeniably the greatest NFL commissioner
ever). Good luck Roger, you got some
big shoes to fill!
Ok, here is the good stuff: the predictions, team breakdowns and what I
call a brilliant playoff picture. It is only
fair to start with the Super Bowl
Champions Pittsburgh Steelers. Don't
worry Pittsburgh fans; the Steelers are
going to be fine, even without, "The
Bus" in Jerome Bettis. The Steelers
hardest challenge will be ignoring all
the distractions that come with that
championship and the "distractions" of
their "starting" QB Ben Roethlisberger.
(Hey Ben, buy a motorcycle after your
career is over, because I think your
June 12th mishap caused about half of
the Steelers ' fan base to go into cardiac arrest).
Following the Steelers in the AFC
North division will be no doubt the
Cincinnati Bengals. Finishing 11-5 last
year, I predict a small let down given
that their QB Carsen Palmer has been
recovering from a horrible knee injury
for over 8 months now. Maybe if they
hadn't let their back up QB Jon Kitna
go to Detroit I would have more faith.
Baltimore and Cleveland will finish the
cellar out, but I think the Ravens are
clearly the only team left to mention.
Picking up Steve McNair is huge as he
will once again get to fire at his favorite
Titan target, wide-out Derrick Mason.
Cleveland? Football? Yes, they still
have a team and I believe they are
slightly improved this year.
In the AFC South we have one great,
one good, and two very bad teams.
Indianapolis Colts with Peyton are
impossible to predict against. Losing
Edgerrin James and some defense to
a free agency will hurt, but the crappy
division they reside in and the fact that
Peyton is the QB makes them a shoein for the division. Jacksonville: Well,
they are a decent team above .500,
but with a questionable QB and RB
this could be in for a sub-.500 season.
Tennessee and Houston: the battle is
on. The question is, who will finish
third? I suggest that be your primary
focus, because neither of you will win
more than four games this season .
Although go Vince Young, ex-Texas
Nation Champ! You are the future of
the Titan franchise. And a word to
Houston, hiring new coaches won't
matter, the point is you need players.
Go New England, well actually
Coast
New
England!
Patriots:
Congratulations for winning the 2006
AFC East Division, because there are
no good teams. Without Miami's acquisition of QB Duante Culpepper, I'd give
you a "shoe-in," but the Dolphins could
give you some trouble. As for the New
York Jets and Buffalo Bills, four words:
rebuilding three win teams. Patriots, I
suggest you watch out for Miami and
the first couple rounds of the playoffs.
Broncos! Broncos! Yes they may be
very inconsistent, but they will win
another AFC Title, regardless of how
good the Chargers and Chiefs teams
are. San Diego and Kansas Cit: the
wildcard battle is on ... and Chargers, I
will see you in the playoffs. Losing
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Drew Brees may workout; Philip Rivers
and back up A.J . Feely might just help
you make that push to the playoffs.
Kansas City: your new head coach
won't help your road losses and that
will put you to playing golf come time of
the playoffs. Oakland: Yes, you have
had three straight losing seasons and I
see number 4 in your future. I'd say
you're better than Houston and
Tennessee, but not much.
Finally the really good stuff: the
NFC, home of the Cowboys, Packers,
Chargers and a bunch of other Regis
University favorites. I'll start with the
NFC North's predicted Champions:
Minnesota, Green Bay, Detroit and
Chicago. Yep, that's right. All four will
win the division, because it is a true
toss up of below average teams.
Packers you are still rebuilding and
with no kicker make you even worse.
Lions you're my favorite for the division, but the new offense and defense
this year could give you a slow start to
the season. Last but not least, you
good ol' Bears. 8 hard games, 6 easy
and 2 medium = 7-9 and a decent
chance for division crown .
Carolina Panthers: you don't need
anymore good wide-outs. Your acquisition of Keyshawn Johnson and Steve
Smiths awesome 2005 return makes
your offense scary, especially when
you compare your offense to that of
second place NFC South finishing
Tampa Bay.
Tampa: with no Cadillac, that means
no offense and no division title.
Without Cadillac and getting pressure
off your line, Chris Simms can't have
fun with Joey Galloway or Micheal
Clayton. So second place it is for you
Buccaneers. Rushing King Atlanta ,
you are much better than the Saints
soon to be 6-10 season even with
Brew Bree's healthy and ex-USC player Reggie Bush, but 8-8 looks like a
good number for you. Only if Micheal
Vick stays healthy can you hope for
one of those wildcard spots otherwise
you might be hoping for 8-8.
Dallas: you may have choked in basketball this year, but playoffs are in
your sights for football. NFC Easy
Champs
and
even
a
NFC
Championship should be the bar for
your season. Forget the T.O. talk and
the fact that your kickers always miss,
the 3-4 defense is great and an explosive offense could take you to the
bowl. Eli, you are very good and are
getting better, but all the great secondary players will take some time to stop
offenses.
Washington and Philadelphia: you
guys are good and .500 teams are
what people will call you after the
2006-07 season, but nothing more.
Washington you have a too old QB and
a too inexperienced QB , but they
should get you to third place. In any
other division you might be second or
push for first, but only if all your puzzle
pieces some how get arranged do you
avoid the NFC East Cellar.
Seattle Seahawks get past Dallas
and Carolina and another trip the Big
Bowl is a likely event. My advice, keep
Shaun Alexander healthy and dismiss
the Madden cover jinx to hold off
Arizona. The Cardinals made some
serious offensive acquisitions, but that
will take time to work so I don't know
how dangerous Arizona will be early,
but what a second half that'll be to see
a greatly improved team create up
some trouble.

See Football on page 11

The Sports Sizzle
So we don't have a football team, we
did it without one anyway
Katie Simons
Sports Editor

ous violations in the national media by
players whether it is drug possession,
receiving cash and other goods
against the NCAA rules and academic
violations. These seem to be a regular
occurrence and leave the reputation of
the players, coach and school tarnished. Athletics are a privilege and
the corruption and utter disregard for
rules can give college athletics a bad
reputation. Now this probably isn't the
case everywhere but when it does
happen everyone knows. Everyone
knows these football players are the
big men on campus and these negatives deter from the positives of others
sports and the others aspects of the
university.
Money is a huge contributing factor
in the ability of sports to sink or swim.
Football brings in the most money, so
therefore gets the most money. When
all of that money is filtering into the
football team sometimes there just isn't
enough to go around. As a result those
other programs can't survive. Simply
put, college athletics are a business.
Money equals success. Without that
money you really can't be successful
and built a solid program.
I would love to have college football.
I think football unites schools, particularly large universities where student
bodies are often disjointed. It also fosters a sense of school spirit and gives
students a reason to care about sports
even if they may not be sports fans.
They can come together and socialize,
bond and share a common interest.
However, I believe that Regis has
those qualities and we don't need a
football team to make us feel like a
community.

Who thinks we need football at
Regis anyway, right? I don't. This past
week I started my internship at The
FAN 950, Denver's sports talk radio
station. First thing I learned probably
even before understanding my job
there is that the CU versus CSU football rival is top priority. There is this
unbelievable passion and the fans of
both schools will argue and fight to the
death for their teams. So it made me
wonder if Regis is missing something.
I personally enjoy that we don't have
a football team here at Regis. Maybe it
stems from the fact that I had the privilege to play sports here at Regis and
saw firsthand that people actually care
about
women's
basketball.
Unfortunately at any other school in
the nation and in particular large
Division 1 schools with the exception
of the University of Connecticut and
Tennessee, no one would care.
Obviously we don't draw massive
crowds but there are a fair number of
students that come out and support
soccer, volleyball, basketball, softball
and baseball where at other schools,
football is king and every other sport
seems non-existent. Unless you are a
top 25 team in another sport at a
Division I school you probably don't
matter to anyone except your aunt,
uncle, mother, father, brother and sister.
Not to mention, there are also negative ramifications that are often
attached with football programs. Most
notably here in the state of Colorado
we saw what happened at Colorado
with Gary Barnett. We also see numer-

Men's soccer
It's all about work ethic
Vincent Garzone
Staff Reporter

It's that time of year again folks: soccer season. This year's Regis men's
team is taking the field at full boar.
Taking the lead for his seventh season
is head coach Matt McDowell.
McDowell, a 1996 Regis Alumna and
former Ranger soccer player, has
taken the men's team to two RMAC
tournaments. The last one was in
2002, and this season he plans on not
accepting anything short of a RMAC
tourney appearance. "Anything less
than third or fourth place in the conference would be a disappointment for
us," Coach McDowell states. "lfwe can
make it to the RMAC tournament, anything can happen."
With returning players sophomore
Danny Terrill , senior Jerad Murphy,
and junior Mike Smith, finding the route
to success shouldn't be a problem.
"Danny Terrill really keeps us organized, and Mike Smith is our go-to-guy.
He's a real goal scorer," explains
Coach McDowell. Jerad Murphy, a
senior defender, returns as the team
captain providing outstanding leadership on the field.
However, those four are not the only
ones to expect big things from. Three
new additions to the roster this season

·~
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provide even more valuable talent and
new surprises. Ryan Brennan, a freshman defender, has started every game
so far this season. Freshman forward
Mike Burns and sophomore transfer
and forward Chris Camp are also surpassing McDowell's expectations.
"Both are doing a tremendous job out
there," he gladly exclaims. However,
despite a talented , McDowell knows
roster, it's going to take a lot more than
talent to win in the league.
With defending National Champion ,
Ft. Lewis and a tough Metro team,
relying solely on talent won't make the
cut. "We have to have a good work
rate. It's all about hard work, matching
intensity and being fully committed as
a team," McDowell said. Every little
thing counts with this squad. "We've
been really trying to drive that point
home at practice lately," Coach
McDowell explained, "we have to practice the way we're going to play."
When coming out to see this team
play, there won't be any players seen
on their heels. Sweat drenching hard
work is what's expected out of this
team. "We're a true hard working blue
collar team, and we're going to be really hard to beat," McDowell said. "We
just have to score more goals than the
other team."
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"Ocean's Deadliest" cla1 ms Crocod.i.le Hunter's ·1ife
The wodd mourns Steve Irwin's sudden death

t

j

Facebook frenzy
Fans are less than
enthused with the website's newest feature

Crocodile Hunters: Collision Course" in
Vince Garzone
2002.
Staff Reporter
Irwin became known for his daring
methods of capturing and interacting
On Tuesday September 5, students
with animals. In 2004, a controversy
around the country logged onto their
broke out over footage of Irwin holding
computers and were outraged with
his infant son, Robert, while feeding a
what they saw. "It's freaky," said a stucrocodile in close range. Still, he is
dent from California Baptist University
known as the most popular animal
quoted in The Press Enterprise.
enth(Jsiast, with 500 million viewers
According to The Technician via
worldwide.
University Wire, University of North
Almost every news source, from
Carolina
students
were
"over"The O'Reilly Factor" to "E! News
whelmed." What is the cause of this
Daily," has covered Irwin's tragedy.
cross the country hysteria? The culprit
Terri , however, was exploring the
is Facebook's- new news feed and
mountains of Tasmania at the time of
mini-feed.
her husband's death and could not be
Facebook has been around since
contacted immediately.
February of 2004, keeping students
Irwin's manager and good friend,
across the nation in contact with their
John Stainton , has viewed the tape of
friends.
"[It] is a social utility that helps
Irwin's death and claims "It's a very
The late Steve Irwin, killed by a stingray barb through his chest, poses
people
better understand the world
hard thing to watch , because you are
with a bearded dragon at the Australia Zoo.
around
them," writes the Facebook
actually witnessing somebody die, and
staff
in
the
about section of their webIrwin website, crocodilehunter.com , it's terrible." However, the fact that
Gretchen Plut
site.
"They
can create profiles to conin
1962.
His
father
Bob
Irwin was born
Staff Reporter
Irwin loosely stated that he would want
•
nect
with
friends,
share interests, join
introduced him to handling crocodiles I such footage shown remains
cause for
groups,
send
messages,
write notes,
when
he
was
a'
young
boy.
Since
then,
Monday, September 4th, was a sad
controversy.
and
post
photos,"
the
website
further
day for fans of Steve Irwin, a.k.a. "The he was dedicated to protecting, underGlobal mourning of the Croc
Crocodile Hunter". According to standing, and educating others about Hunter's death is even evident on explains. Making contact with friends
zap2it.com, the Aussie was filming a animals.
Facebook, where over 500 groups of much quicker and easier than dealing
documentary
called
"Ocean's
people have joined together under with the hassle of remembering e-mail
it's no wonder the site
Deadliest" off the Great Barrier Reef
"If I'm going to die, at titles like, "A part of all of us died with addresses,
already
has
9
million acclaimed memwhen his chest was pierced by the
Steve Irwin" and "Can't live without
least
I
want
it
filmed."
bers.
However,
thanks to new
venomous barb of a stingray. Video,
Steve Irwin."
changes,
those
numbers
may dramatiwhich is being held by Australian
Steve's home channel, Animal
cally
decrease.
1992
was
the
start
of
Irwin's
career
police, does exist of Irwin's fatal
Planet, featured the best of Steve Irwin
News feed and mini-feed now allow
encounter and is not intended for with the filming of a documentary enti- on Sunday. Irwin is survived by his wife
all friends of an individual to see what
release.
However,
from
mer- tled "The Crocodile Hunter." 1992 was and two children, ages eight and two.
curynews.com, there is controversy also the begii:ming of a marriage for
The Croc Hunter influenced many to that individual has written on another
over whether or not to show the tape Irwin. His wife, Terri Raines, shared his share his passion for animals and friend's wall, what groups they've
based on the animal advocate's quote, passion for animals and often brought his trademark enthusiasm to joined , activities they will attend ,
"If I'm going to die, at least I want it appeared alongside him on his educa- the screen as well . As he once stated changes in their profile, removal of
filmed ... If we blew a million dollars tional television shows. Irwin has excitedly, "That's what my hand and relationship status, and what time all of
worth of cameras, at least we could starred in hundreds of episodes and my brains are designed to do. That's this has occurred. Many students feel it
have gone to MGM and gone, 'Hey, documentaries featuring not only croc- what I have to give to the world ." is very "stalker-ish" as a college freshman put it quoted in The Technician. A
odiles, but other wildlife as well. He (Associated Press Radio, 2002).
look at this tape."'
notice of the changes to Facebook was
As described by the official Steve even made a film called "The
posted on September 5 by Ruchi
Sanghvi , the product manager for
Feed. The roar of grumbling students
grew so loud that it wasn't even 24
hours later and a blog was posted
headlined, "Calm down. Breathe. We
Jessica Knapp
into my budget. My favorite pieces hear you." The author of the blog was
Spotlight Writer
that I bought were three hat boxes, all Mark
of
Zuckerberg,
founder
in different sizes, with vintage fashion Facebook, trying to calm his loyal , yet
It is no secret that being a college
designs on each. The total cost for the ready to jump, members. According to
student does not come cheap.
Press
Enterprise
and
There was a great The
Between the tuition costs and the
CampusProgress.org, a protest group
amount of money that is spent on
desk lamp with a crimson against the new features had achieved
.books, some students find it hard to
beaded shade that I fell in 210,000 unhappy members by
jazz up their personal spaces at affordafternoon.
love with. Then I saw the Wednesday
able costs. In order to succeed in colDespite letters, grumbles, and growlege, it is key to have a functional work
price tag.
ing protest groups, Facebook is not
space that one is comfortable in .
removing its new features. In "An Open
Keeping this in mind I set out to find an
three boxes was only $24. I next wan- Letter from Mark Zuckerberg" Mark
affordable way to make my study area
dered into the lighting section and apologizes for what happened and
more personal and workable.
found nearly an exact replica of the admits, "We really messed this one
First, I started at Bed, Bath and
lamp that I wanted from Bed, Bath and up," in the opening line. However, he
Beyond. Walking around this giant
Beyond. I was excited to see that this does thank his angered members for
warehouse, there was really nothing
time, the lamp that I loved I could actu- speaking out so they can make some
out of the ordinary that caught my eye.
ally afford. The total cost for the lamp changes. All though they are not
There was a great desk lamp with a
Photo by Jessica Knapp
was only $20. I left Gordmans only removing News Feed and mini-feed,
crimson beaded shade that I fell in love Why pay $90 when you can get it
spending $43.
Facebook is adding privacy settings in
with. Then I saw the price tag and for $20?
Finally, just to add a few finishing order to hide individual's activities and
decided that I couldn't afford a $90 I was in sticker shock looking at a cost touches, I stopped off at the Dollar
information from being posted. Mark
lamp. It is true that there are great of $175. By the time I left Linens and Tree on 49th and Federal and pur-·
Zuckerberg "believes in free flow of
deals to be had at Bed, Bath and Things, I was ~inning to thjnk that I chased two framed fashion photos for,
information on the internet" according
Beyond for certain things like bath- would never find an affordable place you guessed it, $1 a piece. I quickly
to his open letter, and it's even the
room decor, but there was nothing that that would help me renovate my study rushed home, unwrapped everything,
name of a group he founded. In the
was affordable for this college student area.
and started organizing my new pur- eyes of Zuckerberg, keeping news
on a budget in the home decor departA friend suggested that I try chases in my study area.
feed and mini-feed could more easily
ment.
While there is still room for improve- help achieve that goal. What lies
Gordmans on 92nd and Sheridan . . I
Next, I went to Linens and Things
was a little timid at first walking into the ment in my new study area, I could not ahead for the Facebook staff? It's all
thinking that I might be able to find a
large warehouse type store, but I was be more delighted with the results. For up to the joint effort of both staff and
picture to hang above my computer.
quickly calmed and excited at what I a grand total of $46.28, I have an users as Mark explain·s in his "Calm
Instead I was struck by the similarity it
found. In the house wares section, I inspiring atmosphere in which to do my down ... " blog, "We're going to continue
shared with Bed, Bath and Beyond.
to improve Facebook, and we want
found more than one item that would fit homework and spend hours of study.
While I did find a giant framed painting,
you to be a part of that process."

Decorating on a budget

How to achieve a comfortable work space for under $50
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Lost in ·the living room
Second season of ABC's hit show is now available on DVD
Derek Miller
Spotlight Editor
It's finally here! Lost fans are rejoicing over the long-awaited DVD release
of season two, The Extended
Experience. Ever since the cliffhanger
ending of season two on May 6, fans
like me have been counting down the

bonus feature disc that is well worth
exploring. Hardcore fans should be on
the lookout for a number of hidden features on that disc, such as one that
may be found on the main menu.
The bonus disc's contents are divided into three 'phases'. In Phase One,
fans get a chance to follow the making
of an episode of Lost from the writing

Photo courtesy of www.wikipedia.org

Mr. Echo's encounter with the 'monster'.
days until we could relive the drama.
Even more important, the release of
the last season of Lost signifies the
soon airing of season three.
The Extended Experience contains
all twenty-four episodes of season two
on six discs and includes a seventh

process all the way through preproduction, filming, and final editing in Fire +
Water: Anatomy of an Episode. Next
is Lost: On Location in which may be
found interviews with the makers of the
show who discuss character development. Finally, and perhaps one of my

personal favorite features is The World
According to Sawyer, which contains
four minutes of quotations from "Mister
Catchphrase." Anyone with an affinity
for pop culture will appreciate this feature.
Phase Two offers the typical deleted
scenes and blooper reel that are now
expected in any DVD. I selected the
heading Sneak Peeks, anticipating a
preview of what is to come in the third
season, only to be disappointed to find
advertisements for other ABC productions. A warning to fans like me who
want a taste of things to come: there
aren't any.
However, Phase Two
redeems itself by presenting neverbefore-seen flashbacks to the lives of
the characters before the infamous
plane crash. There is also an over-thetop UK promotion video that can be
described as cheesy at best (but I liked
it anyway).
Perhaps by far the most interesting
yet potentially frustrating feature is the
Lost Connections in Phase Three.
Starting with the character Jack, fans
have the opportunity to wade through
every connection that one character
has with another from all the flashbacks in every episode aired so far. It
is nearly impossible to have any sense
of order to your exploration, so it
seems best to just click around randomly and see what comes up. Lost
Connections opens with a discussion
of the Theory of Centrality, known to
most as the six degrees of separation
rule (a.k.a. the Kevin Bacon game).

Phase Three also gives the fans voice
Mysteries,
Theories,
and
in
Conspiracies, in which everyone from
Joe Average to Dominic Monaghan
shares his or her explanation for the
events on the show. Secrets from the
Hatch is especially intriguing as it
offers some explanation to the design
of "the hatch."
While the bonus disc contains hours
of food for thought for the Lost fan. it is
the episodes themselves that make
the DVD worth purchasing. Providing
the Director's cut version of each,
episodes are even more in-depth and
complex than they were when aired. It
may be hard, with distractions like
school and homework, but it would be
well worth it for fans like me to get

through as much of season two as
possible before ABC airs season three
this fall on October 4. Whether you are
the die-hard fan or merely being
exposed to Lost for the first time, The
Extended Experience is an essential
part of the whirlwind that is Lost.

-
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A different kind of comedy
Laughs and tears in Little Miss Sunshine

Olde Town 14
5550 Wadsworth Blvd.
Arvada, CO 80002
Century16 Belmar
S. Teller and W. Alameda Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80226
Mayan Theatre
110 Broadway
Denver, CO 80203
UA Denver West Village
Stadium 12
14225 W. Colfax Ave.
Golden, CO 80401
AMC Westminster
Promenade 24
10655 Westminster Blvd.
Westminster. CO 80020
Harkins Northfield 18
8300 E. 49th Ave.
Denver, CO 80238

Jennifer Buchtel
Staff Reporter
Perhaps the cinematic montage
introducing each member in the familyof-crazies of Little Miss Sunshine was
the wrong way to go about setting up
the story. Maybe little Olive Hoover
should have been holding a sign that
said something t-0 this effect: "If your
grandpa is a heroin addict. and your
older brother has taken a vow of
silence, this movie is for you!"
Then again, perhaps the choreographed montage was the way to go.
The indie style of this movie gives it
a somewhat documentary feel reminis-cent of films that are more concerned
with simply telling a story than developing a love interest, or finding a serial
killer. And that's just what Little Miss
Sunshine is; it is a story about a family
comprised of insane people, each with
their own quirk.
Richard Hoover (Greg Kinnear)
would likely call himself a motivational
speaker, who believes his "9 Steps"
plan is the biggest thing since the
Atkins Diet: the rest of the world would
just call him annoying. Sheryl (Toni
Collette) is probably the most normal
~or the least crazy) member of the family, and is simply a mother trying to hold
everything together. She has just
brought her brother, Frank, (Steve
Carel!) to live with the family, after he
attempted to kill himself.
Olive (Abigail Breslin) has just gotten the chance to compete in the Little
Miss Sunshine pageant. She is under
the tutelage of her grandfather (Alan

1
Little Miss Sunshine at the I
following theaters:

I
I
I
I
I

I
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Football from page 9

From left: Grandpa, Dwayne, Frank, Richard, Olive, Sheryl

St. Louis: new coach Scott Linehan

Arkin), whose frequent trips to the
bathroom to feed his drug addiction
make for what can only be described
as a hilarious contradiction in character. Dwayne, Olive's older brother,
(Paul Dano) hasn't spoken in . nine
months. Much of the comic relief in the
film is provided by the unique duo of
Carel! and Dano, whose characters
are strikingly similar.
To get Olive to the pageant on time,
the family must journey in an ancient
minivan from Albuquerque to Redondo
Beach California, amidst a backdrop
of obstacles. However, never do the
Hoovers give up, and never does the
humor end, even when Grandpa dies
along the way. In true Hoover family

means RB Steve Jackson should
have some fun, but not enough fun to
get you to the .500 mark. Sorry
Rams, but at least I'll admit that
you're better than the 49ers. Alex
Smith, you have no help. You are
solo my friend.
Overall, this season is one not to
place bets on. Only a few teams
seem unbeatable so I'll make them
my top four to shoot for the Super
Bowl. From the AFC. I see New
England and Indianapolis coming out
and for the NFC, I see Dallas and
Carolina . New England will face
Dallas in the Super Bowl and that
prediction will come February 4,
2007 in Florida.

form , they steal his body from the hospita!, stowing it in the back of the car.
Later in the film , Olive dedicates her
performance in the pageant to her
grandpa, who is quite literally, "In the
trunk of o~r car."
.
.
Despite the hysterical twists and
turns of the plot, this movie is simply
about a family who sticks together, for
better or for worse. The director~ ne~er
let us forget that fact. The tear-Jerking
moments roll off the characters'
tongues as easily as the witty one-liners, establishing the film as much more
than your run-of-the-mill comedy. It is
rare that a movie can flow from comical to sensitive and back again, but
Little Miss Sunshine does it with ease.

-
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Calendar of Campus Events
September 21 ·
~

Monday,
September 11

Sunday,
September 17

First Senate meeting,
4:30 p.m. in Newland
Conference Center, located in the Field House, all
students are invited to
attend.

Yellow Ribbon-12th
Annual Walk For Life;
Registration begins at
9:00 a.m. at
Westminster High School.
11:00 a.m. to12:00 p.m. A
picnic follows the event.

Tuesday,
September. 12

Monday,
September 18

First meeting for a new
club specifically designed Lizzie Simon, author of
"Success, Sanity, and
for HR and Business
Majors! S :00 p.m. to 6:00 Suicide: Reflections on
the Bipolar Diagnosis"
p.m. in the Student
will speak of her experiCenter, Faculty Lounge
ence with Bipolar
·
Disorder. The event will
Liturgical Ministers
be in the Mountain View
Training 5:30 p.m. to
Room of the ALC, at 6:30
6:30 p.m. in the St. John
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Francis Regis Chapel.

The Mass of the Holy
Spirit--Make time for this
annual event which will
be held in the new chapel
from 11:00 a.m. to 1~:00
pm. 10:50 a.m. classes
will not meet.

Series. The event will be
in the St. John Francis
Regis Chapel, 7 p .m. to
8:30 p.m.

Thursday,
September 2 8

Wine Tasting 101. Enter
the savvy community of
wine tasting and social .
networking! You must be
Celebrate the Eucharist in 21 to register for this
event. Registration is due
the newly renovated
by September 2 7. The
chapel with your family
event will happen in
at the Family Weekend
Main Hall 333 from 6:30
Mass! Mass will begin at
p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.

Sunday,
September 24

Tuesday,
September 26
A Catholic Dialogue on
Immigration. Listen in on
the second event for this

Contact Rae Sandler (ext.
4378 or
rsandler@regis.edu) for
more information.

year's Catholic Speaker

Thursday,

Calendar of Campus Events

Classified

II

11

Need an experienced
oung lady to baby-sit/nanny my 1
year old daughter 2-3 days a week
starting October 9th.

Flexible with days, will pay
$8/hour.

Call or email
Megan
720.519.1899
drum101@comcast.net

Women's Soccer

Men's .Soccer

Women's Volleyball

Friday, September 15 vs.
New Mexico Highlands @
2:00 p.m.
Sunday, September 17 vs.
Metro State @ 1:00 p.m.

Friday, September 15 vs.
CSU-Pueblo @ 4:30 p.m.
Sunday, September 17 vs.
CU- Colorado Springs @
3:30 p.m.

Tuesday, September 12
@ CU- Colorado Springs
@ 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, September 16
@ Colorado Mines @
7:00 p.m.

Highlander Games
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ACROSS

DO\VN

3. Indian tabla player
4. Oliver Hoover's 9 step dad
5. Founder of School of the Americas
Watch
6. Monday nights at RoHo
7 . blogging facebookfounder

1. sporting a new projection TV
2 medieval instrument
3. Bobby's pick to follow the Steelers
in AFC

II the numbers are whole numbers
nd no number has a vc;1lue less
han 1 (intro). C4=either 2 or 3 (clue
12). 01 is an even number less
han C4 (clue 13), so C4=3 and
01=2. C2=6 (10). 83=18 (7). A1=12
(1 ).
=54 (2). A3=4 (3). No two numbers
are the same (intro), so A=15 (4).
02=19 (14). C1=42 (9). 82=7 (6).
C3=28 (11). 03=21 (15). 84=33 (8).
D4=11(16). 81=25.

Tell us what you think of our new
games!
Contact us at
highlander@regis.edu

